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Abstract The advent of modern mobile phones, 3G networks, and live video streaming has made it possible to
broadcast live video from mobile devices. This is now
giving rise to a new class of applications which enable
mobile collaborative live video production, in which
groups of amateurs work together to provide a rich
broadcast of events. We focus on new and expected synchronization problems that arise in these more complex
systems when broadcasting live events because of the
delays that often occur in streaming over internet and
mobile networks. The problem has been investigated by
acquiring initial user feedback, as well as conducting
technical delay measurements of two examples of such
systems and relating them to existing literature. We identified two types of technical problems which affect the
mixing of the streams, namely the difference in delay in
multiple streams, a.k.a. asynchrony among streams, and the
delay between the event itself and its presentation in the
mixer. These problems affect the mixing in various ways
depending on whether or not the director has visual access
to the unmediated event. This knowledge has then been
used to inform the conceptualization of identifiable ways of
handling delays and synchronization. We suggest the
introduction of a software feature providing contextdependent delay, in which these requirements can be balanced differently to fit specific contexts of use. We
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specifically address the different types of mixing which
occurs when the director, or mixer, only has access to the
topic through the mobile media (‘‘out of view’’), as well as
mixing in a context in which the topic also is physically
present (‘‘in-view’’) in front of the mixer.
Keywords Webcasting  Live video  Synchronization 
Asynchrony delay  Mixing  Collaboration
Abbreviations
HD
High definition
IBS
Instant broadcasting system
MVM Mobile vision mixer
NTP
Network time protocol

1 Introduction
In recent years, the availability of high-speed mobile networks together with advanced mobile phones with cameras
has given rise to a new generation of mobile live video
streaming services that, in turn, has opened a new avenue
for live mobile video production. Most such services and
applications today are limited to a single mobile camera as
a source for video production. Lately, the demand for more
extended resources for amateur storytelling, which resemble professional TV production technology, has been discussed [1, 2]. To fill this gap, there is an emerging class of
applications that focus on enabling the use of collaborative
resources in live video production. These applications
allow users to produce videos collaboratively using multiple mobile cameras, in a manner similar to how professional live TV production teams work. Previously, the most
critical issues have concerned video quality aspects of the
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mobile systems, such as frame rate and resolution. However, these problems will diminish as mobile internet with
higher bandwidths, such as 4G, becomes more established.
However, as this first and most obvious level of problems
with regard to quality in these services is overcome, we are
likely to face a new set of challenges. We argue for a focus
on challenges relating to expected delays in video
transmission.
Delay is an inherent feature of all forms of signal
transmission, but some forms of delay influence the perceived quality of a transmission more than others. In professional live TV production, there is a delay of a couple of
seconds between the event and when it reaches the viewers
in their homes. This divergence is almost never experienced as a problem. However, in the actual production
situation, i.e. when the video systems are collaboratively
tied together, the demands for short delays and adequate
synchronization are very high. In this article, we turn our
attention to how this later problem should be addressed in
the domain of mobile collaborative live video production
systems.
These systems involve three user roles: camerapersons, a director (or producer, both terms being used
interchangeably in this text), and viewers. Camerapersons carry mobile phones and film the object of interest.
Currently, mobile collaborative live video production
systems support up to four different live feeds. The
director sits at the control location viewing these live
feeds on a mixer console. This typically shows all the
live feeds at the same time in separate windows allowing
the director to ‘‘multi-view’’ all available content. The
task is then to decide, on a moment by moment basis,
which camera to select for the live broadcast. The
viewer consumes the final video output in real time,
based on the director’s selection.
In professional live TV production environments, delays
are minimized by using high-speed dedicated media for
video transmission and specialized hardware to synchronize multiple cameras. The new generation of applications
we are investigating faces similar challenges of synchronization among multiple camera feeds and delays in the
transmission of video from one point to another. We can
expect these challenges for two reasons. First, since customized professional production technology is not available for these systems, we expect large delays to occur in
mobile collaborative live video production systems, which
will affect the ‘‘liveness’’ of the video transmission. This,
in turn, will negatively affect the video production process.
By liveness, we refer to qualities related to the perceived
immediacy of the event and its presentation to viewers.
Second, due to the architecture of the Internet, the delays
from different cameras will potentially be different,
resulting in asynchrony in the live feeds presented to the
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mixer. This asynchrony will affect the multi-viewing and
lead to problems for producers.
We identify two problems generated by end-to-end
video delays. First, end-to-end delays that in professional
systems are of no consequence, because of the separation
between the event and the production environment, turn out
to be a source of confusion for mobile systems, since the
producer often can choose between looking at the event
itself and at the video feeds of it, when making broadcast
selections. The time for the actual selection of a cut, as
decided by looking at the event itself, is not aligned with
the video stream in the system. Second, if all the cameras
are filming the same event from different angles, which is
likely in collaborative production, inter-camera asynchrony
also becomes a serious issue.
Our initial user feedback study identifies a new type of
problem, which has not been present in professional TV
production. The mobile character of the mixing technology
makes it easy to carry around, which enables the director to
be at the same site as the camerapersons. In professional
production, the director is always off-site, often sitting in a
so-called OB-bus, which we term ‘‘out-of-view mixing.’’
He only has access to the mediatized event as it appears
when captured by the camera persons and communicated
through the network. The mobile technology provides an
opportunity for the director to be at the scene, which gives
him direct access to the event in an unmediated and nondelayed way, as well as access to the mediated version of
the production at the same time. We term this way of
conducting multi-camera production ‘‘in-view mixing.’’
When the director has the possibility to move around, a
new form of problem arises when the delay between what
is happening in real life and in the preview window
becomes visible.
The paper discusses the difference in between these two
modes of mixing and how systems could best provide
problems demands on high synchronization and low delay,
emerging out of the two different contexts. In mobile
collaborative live video production, synchronization can be
achieved following two steps. First, we need to ensure that
there is a way to temporally compare the feeds. This could
be done by marking them with a common point of reference, such as by identifying common audio features (e.g., a
clapping noise) or a visual signature (e.g., a flash), or by
means of synchronized time stamps. The next step is to
introduce techniques to align the feeds, either by buffering
at the receiving mixer side or by dropping frames of early
streams at the receiver. The first approach provides high
synchronization and smooth video but with a higher delay
because of the extra buffering. The second approach
ensures less delay in achieving synchronization, but at the
cost of less smoothness. The first approach provides better
video quality, but the added delay between the event and its
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presentation at the receiving mixer makes it difficult for the
director to utilize the resource of looking directly at the
event itself. Therefore, our solution suggests a dual-mode
approach, which is adapted to the degree of non-mediated
visual availability of the event itself.
The paper is structured as follows. In the next section,
we present relevant research on video transmission. We
then provide a description of two mobile collaborative live
video production systems, followed by an analysis drawing
on a field trial with one of the systems. We then present a
delay measurement study of the existing prototypes. In the
Sect. 8, we present a theoretical discussion on how to
identify the problems and suggest possible approaches for
finding solutions.

2 Related work
The study is influenced by research on four different topics.
First, we present existing studies on mobile collaborative
applications in the literature. Second, we present the
research that focuses on studying the effect of delays on
video streaming. We then present work that focuses on the
reduction of these delays, followed by research on video
stream synchronization in general as well as inter-camera
synchronization.
Mobile collaboration is very well-studied field of
research; however, there are not many examples of studies
closely related to our topic. Kaheel et al. [3] presented a
system for mobile collaborative ‘‘eventcasting’’ called
Mobicast. This system allows users to create a better
viewing experience of an event by selecting a suitable
angle of view from among multiple live mobile streams, or
stitching more than one video stream together to provide a
wider field of view. To accomplish synchronization among
multiple video streams, Mobicast uses time stamps generated by mobile clocks that are precisely synchronized using
network time protocol (NTP). Engstrom et al. [4] presented
a collaborative mobile video mixing application called
SwarmCam, which allows multiple mobile cameras to
stream video over 3G to a mixing station where a video
mixer enables the director to select one of the streams and
mix it with pre-recorded material in the system’s video
bank and broadcast the final product. Wang et al. [5]
present another example of mobile collaborative system
called Mobile Audio Wiki that enables audio-mediated
collaboration on the move. As this application focuses on
asynchronous audio-based collaborations, delays and synchronization are not an issue.
Video transmission delay generates different types of
effects. Ito et al. [6] studied the effect of the mean end-toend delay and jitter (variations in delays) on user-perceived
quality of service (QoS) of live audio–video. They found

that the standard deviation of delay affected the user
experience more than a constant delay. Baldi et al. [7]
presented a study that focuses on the question of how endto-end delay in video conferencing in packet switched
networks can be minimized. They analyzed end-to-end
delay with six different settings combining three generic
network architectures (circuit switching, synchronous
packet switching, and asynchronous packet switching) with
two video encoding mechanisms (raw video and variable
bit rate [VBR] MPEG video encoding). They showed that
VBR MPEG video encoding is a better choice for delay
sensitive systems. Endoh et al. [8] propose a new live video
streaming system featuring low end-to-end delay and jitter.
The system does not incorporate audio data, however.
In all, many other researchers have focused on the
problem of delay in end-to-end video transmission [9–11],
but no one has performed delay analysis in collaborative
settings.
Video stream synchronization is defined as maintaining
the same temporal relation between different video steams
at the time and place of reception as they had at the time of
acquisition [12]. In networked video streaming services,
the synchronization of live continuous media is a critical
issue that has been extensively studied, and researchers
have advanced several clever solutions for media synchronization in different scenarios. Media synchronization
can be divided into three categories: intra-stream synchronization, inter-stream synchronization, and group
synchronization [12].
2.1 Intra-stream synchronization
In multimedia streaming at the time of multimedia acquisition, the analog data (video or audio) are digitized and
converted into an ordered list of samples. The intra-stream
synchronization recovers the time-based ordered list of
samples so that the original analog signal can be precisely
reconstructed at the receiving end [13].
2.2 Inter-stream synchronization
In inter-stream synchronization, it is desirable to reconstruct the original timing relationship that exists between
two or more media streams at the time of acquisition. Interstream synchronization depends on intra-stream synchronization being achieved.
2.3 Group synchronization
Group synchronization, or inter-destination synchronization, ensures the retention of the temporal relationship
between different multimedia streams being displayed at
different destinations (receivers).
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Many studies (see, e.g., [9, 13, 14]) have analyzed the
effects of multimedia synchronization. Most have proposed
new systems that do not fit the requirement of our heterogeneous collaborative mobile setting. Others [15–18]
have explored the possibility of using common features
such as audio signatures and sequences of camera flashes in
videos as reference points for calculating the synchronization offset. However, with every new application and
service, the problem reemerges due to new intricacies and
limitations.
Summing up, there is a large body of research that
addresses the topic of synchronization and delays. However, it does not focus on delays in the mixing of live video
streams, which is an essential feature of both professional
live TV systems and the upcoming new types of mobile
collaborative systems.

3 Background
A new generation of video production applications is
emerging with the advent of 3G and 4G networks, powerful
mobile devices with cameras, and live streaming technology. We take two such systems, the instant broadcasting
system (IBS) and the mobile vision mixer (MVM), as
examples of this technology. A brief description of these
systems follows.
3.1 The instant broadcasting system
The instant broadcasting system (IBS) [19] is an example
of a mobile collaborative live video production system. It is
a further development of SwarmCam [4], which we have
mentioned earlier in Sect. 2. IBS allows amateurs to produce their own live video broadcasts in real time using
video feeds from multiple mobile cameras streaming over a
3G network. The system can support up to four mobile
cameras. A mobile application captures video using each
mobile phone’s built-in camera and streams it live over the
3G network to the IBS node. The mobile streaming
application is based on the open source mobile live
streaming framework Movino [20] that uses transmission
control protocol (TCP). The node is a desktop computer
running a vision mixing application that allows the director
to view all the camera feeds at the same time so that he/she
can select the suitable one to air (see Fig. 1). The director,
who mixes the live camera feeds at the IBS node (see
Fig. 5), has the possibility to instruct camerapersons
through a text-based back channel. The back channel also
includes an automated red ‘‘tally light,’’ alerting the cameraperson that his/her feed is being broadcast. Figure 1
shows the graphical user interface of the IBS mixing
console. The system is capable of mixing live feeds from
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mobile cameras with pre-recorded videos. It is also capable
of applying various image processing filters and blend
modes to the mixed videos and broadcasting final video
output to the web in real time.
3.2 Mobile vision mixer
The mobile vision mixer (MVM) [21] provides a minimalistic collaborative production environment, where the mixing
resources are provided on a mobile handset. This enables
both the camerapersons and the director to be mobile.
The MVM piggybacks on the commercial Bambuser
[22] live mobile video broadcasting service to capture the
individual streams and then to output the finalized broadcast. The video is transmitted using the TCP-based RealTime Messaging Protocol (RTMP). Figure 2 shows how
four camera feeds and the final video output are streamed
into Bambuser using the 3G network and the Internet,
respectively. The local MVM server fetches these camera
feeds from Bambuser, combines them, and presents them
to the mobile mixer application through Bambuser.
The director can select any of the four camera feeds to
be broadcast as final output, using the mobile mixer
application on a mobile phone. Figure 3 shows four camera
views in the mobile mixer application. When the director
selects a certain camera feed, this selection command is
sent to the local MVM server, which in turn broadcasts the
selection via Bambuser as a final output. The result is a
sequence mixed according to the director’s temporally
unfolding mixing decisions.

4 Method
To investigate our hypothesis of the existence of delay
problems in mobile collaborative production, we have carried
out two types of studies. First, we performed an initial user
feedback study by having a group of teenagers (aged
11–17 years) producing live videos using the MVM system at
a skateboarding park. The field test took place in Stapelbädd
Park (Stapelbäddsparken) in Malmö, June 2010. We decided
to employ an ethnographic method in which we video
recorded and observed the participants using the system.
The participants were told that they were going to be
video recoded during their test of the system, and accepted
it. The participants were selected by the managers of these
facilities and consisted of three different groups with
teenagers in between the size of 5 and 7 persons. The
groups consisted of four camerapersons and a director. At
their request, the directors were allowed to assistants.
The participants were instructed on the system functionalities. We briefly introduced the system to the participants and showed them how it works. But they were given
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Fig. 1 Graphical user interface of the IBS mixer node
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no request as to what topic to film or how to make use of
the system, other than filming a topic that interested them
during the skateboarding activities. They were then gathered for a focus group interview directly after the test. The
focus group approach supports a free and ad hoc commenting of the system performance than formalized interviews. This interview was also video recorded. This
method enabled us to see how participants confronted and
dealt with different situations [23].
The video recording of the test was then transcribed,
which allowed us to make additional indications on how
users oriented themselves with regard to delays and synchronization issues in collaborative production.
Second, we conducted an experiment to measure the
delays in the two systems (IBS and MVM). We recorded a

Fig. 3 Four-camera view in mobile mixer interface

high definition (HD) video of both IBS and MVM in
operation on separate occasions. We used three Nokia N86
8MP mobile phones as cameras in IBS and an additional
HTC Google Nexus One phone as a fourth camera in the
MVM test setup. We filmed a screen displaying changing
colors in separate tests for IBS and MVM. The changing
colors on the display served as an ‘‘event’’ in this test. The
occurrence of the event and its presentation on the mixer
console and in the final video output were recorded in the
HD video. We measured the different delays in the given
systems by studying this HD video recording frame by
frame.
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5 Analysis
5.1 Initial user feedback study
The study provided feedback on how the multi-camera
setup was used to tell stories and what the participants
focused on, as well as on general impressions regarding the
concept itself. Here, we will present aspects of the study of
relevance for the discussions on delay and synchronization.
It was generally apparent to the observers that the producers were often looking back and forth between the park
and the display showing the camera feeds of the event (see
Fig. 4). This is a way of mixing that is not available to
professional producers who most of the time are confined
to a bus, where the only access to the event is through the
screens displaying the camera captures [24]. Utilizing the
mobile character of the system in this way makes the delay
between the event and its presentation on the mixing screen
visible. The producers commented on this as causing various problems. One producer claimed that the lag made the
task more demanding in general:
It was lagging a bit behind as well, so it was…it was
a bit hard. You saw a person do something, and then
it turned up on the camera afterward, so you didn’t
know how to…you had to wait and see when it turned
up on the display.
We asked another producer whether it was possible to
decide which stream came from which cameraperson:
It was a bit difficult since it was lagging behind.
Thus this lag gets in the way of connecting a specific
feed to a cameraperson, thus making it difficult to get an
overall grasp of the available material. We also observed
how the producers managed to work around the problem by
mixing while looking at the actual scene rather than
viewing it through the mobile mixer application. They
were able to do this because they were physically present at
the filming location, and could make out the relative

positions of the camerapersons at the scene, as shown in
Fig. 4. This reduced the confusion concerning delays, but
such a method of mixing requires them to take decisions
without previewing what the camerapersons are filming.
5.2 Technical delay measurement
In order to further investigate the question, we performed
technical tests to measure delays occurring in both the IBS
and the MVM systems.
5.2.1 Delay test of the IBS
We recorded a high definition video of IBS in operation to
observe the delays in the system. The experimental setup
was as follows. We used three Nokia N86 mobile phones as
cameras (Cam1, Cam2, and Cam3) aimed at a colorchanging display, as shown in Fig. 5. The changing colors
on the display served as an event that was filmed and
streamed from each of the mobile cameras to the IBS node.
Cam1 input was selected for the final output of the IBS,
displayed at the Local Output display, and it was also
broadcast to a Remote Machine (web).
We measured different delays in IBS by studying the
video recording frame by frame. As the video’s frame rate
was 25 frames per second, the precision in the delay
measurements is up to 40 ms. The delays that we measured
during the experiment are presented in Fig. 5. D1 is the
overall delay between the event and the final remote
machine output. Dc1, Dc2, and Dc3 are the delays between
cameras Cam1, Cam2, Cam3 and their corresponding displays C1, C2, and C3 in the IBS node.
5.2.1.1 Results The line chart in Fig. 6 shows delay
values plotted against time. The delays Dc1, Dc2, and Dc3
tend to follow almost the same trend. The average value of
these delays in our study turned out to be 900 ms. The
overall delay D1 has an average value of 9.08 s. The small
fluctuation is caused by the nature of 3G networks, in
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5.2.2 Delay test of the MVM
Figure 7 shows the delays measured over time in the MVM
system. The Bambuser server and the local MVM server
are presented as a single MVM node in order to simplify
the description. Dcm1 is the delay between the camera
Cam1 and its corresponding presentation C1 in mobile
mixer application. Dcm2, Dcm3, and Dcm4 are the same
kinds of delays for Cam2, Cam3, and Cam4, respectively.
Ddir is the delay between the camera selected for final
output (in this case Cam1) and the Final Output. The time
that elapses between the instant when the director changes
the camera selection at the Mobile Mixer Application and
when the director’s output changes to the newly selected
camera is called Dswitching.
We repeated the same experiment as with IBS to measure the live video transmission delays in MVM. Three
Nokia N86 and one Google Nexus One phones were used as
mobile cameras. The mixer application was running on
another Nokia N86 mobile phone.
5.2.2.1 Results We also measured Dcm1, Dcm2, Dcm3,
Dcm4, Ddir, and Dswitching. Figure 8 shows delay values
in MVM plotted against time. From the line chart, it is
clear that the delays Dcm1, Dcm2, Dcm3, and Dcm4
increase over time, which is caused by an implementation
flaw in the MVM (to be fixed in the next version).
However, even the minimum value, 11.120 s, is enough
to severely affect the liveness of the feed and hence the
director’s performance, since he/she instructs the camerapersons and makes mixing decisions based on his/her view
in the Mobile Mixer App (Mixer console).
The delay from the Google Nexus One Phone, Dcm4,
follows a completely different pattern possibly due to its

Fig. 8 Delays in mobile vision mixer

transmission properties differing from those of the other
three camera phones, hence causing a synchronization
problem. We will address these issues in the following
section.
Ddir, the final output delay, has an average value of
13.20 s. This value is also high, but a remote viewer cannot
perceive the delay as long as the delay is constant. The
average switching delay, Dswitching, is 2.38 s. Dswitching
does not affect the director’s performance.

6 Discussion
In this section, we will bring together the results of the
technical tests and the initial user feedback study. The
technical tests indicate that delays will affect different user
roles in collaborative live video production. We will here
further discuss the test results, their effects on users, the
causes and effects of asynchrony in video feeds, and related
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issues pertaining to video synchronization in a collaborative mobile video production scenario.
6.1 Problems with delays in IBS and MVM
when mixing at the event
In this section, we will focus on the new types of delay
problems that the initial user feedback study identified.
These delays will occur with mobile vision mixers when
the producers are able to watch the event both live and on
the preview screen. In video streaming applications, endto-end video delay is generally composed of three major
components.
•

•
•

Sending delay: The time consumed in capturing and
processing the video data units before dispatching them
over the network.
Transmission delay: The time consumed in transmitting
a video data unit over the network.
Receiver delay: The time consumed in processing the
video packet received from the network and displaying
the data in the final output.

The sender and receiver delays will be reduced with the
arrival of more powerful mobile devices, while the network
delay can be reduced by choosing favorable transmission
protocols in the video streaming applications. As we have
mentioned earlier, both IBS and MVM use TCP as the
transport protocol for video streaming. TCP is not well
suited for live video streaming as it can introduce undesirable delay because of its retransmission mechanisms
[25]. Streaming protocols based on User Datagram Protocol (UDP), such as Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP),
are more favorable in this regard.
In our tests, we have measured two types of delays that
occur in both IBS and MVM, delays between cameras and
the mixer console, and the overall delay between an event
and its presentation to the ‘‘viewer’’ (see Figs. 5, 7). The
delay from camera to mixer console affects the collaboration between director and cameraperson. When the
director instructs a cameraperson through a feedback
channel, he/she does so according to his/her current view of
that particular camera feed. The overall delay, on the other
hand, is not significant as the viewer cannot perceive it.
However, if a real-time feedback channel is introduced
between the viewer and the director, the overall delay can
become a problem as the viewer and the director would not
share the same view of the event at any given moment. But
we learned in the user study that the delay also confused
the producer and made it harder to mix in general and in
particular made it more difficult to link specific feeds to
individual camerapersons.
Furthermore, different devices may have different
delays, as was evident in the result of the MVM delay
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measurements. This gives rise to the problem of asynchrony in the presentation of the different previews to the
producer.
To further clarify the identified problems, let us consider
a scenario where amateur users are producing a collaborative video using MVM, as shown in Fig. 9. Four camerapersons (c1, c2, c3, and c4) are filming the same event
from different angles. The director holds a mobile phone
running a mobile vision mixer application. The continuous
unfolding of the event is presented in terms of instants in
time, or frames (f0, f1, f2…), in the video context in Fig. 9.
Each camera feed has a different delay, which means
that the director sees differently timed framings of the
event in the different camera feeds at the same time on his
mobile mixer application, despite all the camerapersons
filming the same event at the same place and time from
different angles (see Fig. 9). This delay and asynchrony in
the video presentation at the director’s end cause inaccurate
and bad mixing decisions in the video production, thus
severely impairing the final broadcast quality.
From the above discussion, we can infer that video
streaming delays negatively affect timing decisions in
production when the viewer (in this case the director) is
able to observe the event directly or through some other
real-time medium. It is also clear that asynchrony between
video feeds negatively affects the multi-viewing.
6.2 Causes of asynchrony
The following factors are traditionally seen as causing
asynchrony in a networked environment [12]:

C1
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Fig. 9 Amateur user practices
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•

•

•

•

•
•

Network delays: Delays for stream packets in the
network to reach their receiver, which vary according
to network load.
Network jitter: Variation in network delay caused by
the variation in network load and other network
properties.
Receiver system delay: Delay caused by the processing
time needed by the receiving system. This is the time
that elapses between the reception and presentation of
stream data.
Receiver system jitter: Variation in the receiver system
delay caused by varying system load and processing
delays.
Clock skew: Difference in the clocks of sender and
receiver.
Clock drift: Variation in clock skew caused by variations in temperature and other imperfections in the
clock.

6.3 Synchronization in collaborative mobile video
production scenarios
We have learned from our technical delay measurement
tests that the systems have delays between camerapersons
and the director, as well as between the director and the
viewers. We have also shown that different mobile devices
can exhibit different delays depending on many factors
ranging from device capabilities to the current network
load. This further adds to the asynchrony among multiple
camera feeds.
Because in this paper we are talking about collaborative
mobile videos, the mobile collaborative sessions are not
likely to be of long enough duration for significant clock
skew and drift effects to be experienced. And in any case,
they can be handled using clock synchronization protocols
like Network Time Protocol (NTP). The receiving system’s
delay and jitter are problems that depend solely on the
receiver’s processing capability. Network delay and jitter
are important factors to consider and are normally equalized by employing elastic buffers at the receiving end using
different buffering techniques [12].
In professional live video production, the synchronization among multiple camera feeds, also called inter-camera
synchronization, is achieved by physically connecting the
cameras to external synchronization hardware [18]. This
process is called ‘‘jam-sync’’ [26]. This device keeps the
cameras’ internal clocks synchronized. When recording
with multiple cameras, a ‘‘clap’’ sound is also commonly
used at the start of each take. The clap sound causes a loud
audio signal that is recorded by all the cameras filming the
shot. This audio feature is later used to synchronize videos
manually while editing [26]. In our case, however, as the

cameras are mobile, jam-sync or similar clock synchronization techniques are not suitable.

7 Design suggestions
Based on our study and analysis, we present the following
design suggestions to cope with the delay and synchronization issues in mobile collaborative live video production
systems. We see this as a two-step process, as indicated in the
introduction. The first is to ensure that the different feeds’
temporal variations vis-à-vis the event can be compared, i.e.,
to calculate synchronization offset. Second, we need to align
or synchronize the feeds, i.e. equalize the asynchronies with
buffering/sync techniques. The techniques that we have
considered (time stamps, buffering, frame drops, etc.) already
exist; in this text, we argue for their suitability for our particular scenario. Possible techniques are discussed with reference to the delay requirements.
Unfortunately, due to the mobility of such systems, we
cannot go with solutions that employ additional synchronization hardware. Instead, we need to follow an approach
that does not require any special changes at the cameraphone end.
7.1 Temporal comparison or synchronization offset
Synchronization offset is the temporal difference between
two continuous media streams, as shown in Fig. 10. In
mobile video collaboration environments, the following
two techniques can be good candidates for calculating
synchronization offset.
7.1.1 Audio signature method
When multiple cameras are filming the same event, we can
extract audio signatures from corresponding streams and

Fig. 10 Calculating synchronization offset
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calculate synchronization offset [16] by comparing the
occurrence of similar features in the audio of both streams,
as in shown in Fig. 10.
The advantages of using this approach to calculate
synchronization offset is that we do not have to worry
about clock drift and skew, as we are not relying on the
timestamps in the stream. But on the other hand, this
approach requires more processing resources, thus introducing an extra processing delay at the receiving end. Also,
this approach requires all the cameras to be present at the
same location, which is not always the case in mobile
collaboration.
7.1.2 Timestamp method
Using timestamps generated by the cameras’ internal
clocks to calculate synchronization offset would be more
efficient in terms of processing resources. However, when
depending solely on timestamps generated by cameras for
this purpose, the inaccuracies caused by clock drift and
skew can get in the way. However, in most practical scenarios, the mobile live video production time will not
exceed a few hours. Therefore, clock drift and skew will
not have a significant effect on the final synchronization
calculation. Thus, we can safely choose the timestamp
method for offset calculation.
If higher precision in clock synchronization should
nevertheless be required, it is possible to use the network
time protocol (NTP) to keep the mobile devices’ clocks
synchronized. This protocol offers precision on the order of
10 ms [27].
7.2 Temporal alignment and synchronization
techniques
It is very important that the director receives all streams of
an event at the same time, and with as little delay as possible, in order to be able to cut between different camera
angles [26]. Synchronization issues are usually handled by
buffering and/or frame dropping [12, 28], after calculating
the synchronization offset. On the other hand, stream
quality is also of importance, since the producer also needs
to be able to see what is going on in the event by looking at
the screen. The following two buffering schemes/techniques balance these requirements differently. These
techniques presented here are very abstract, high-level
ideas from the existing literature and should not be taken as
finished technical solutions.

streams from camera cam1, cam2, and cam3, respectively.
Stream C is the most delayed and B the least delayed
stream. The vertical blocks along the streams represent
individual video frames. The gray frame shown represents
a certain event captured at the same time by all cameras.
The positioning of the gray frames in the different
streams shows that the streams are experiencing different
degrees of delay and are thus out of synch. In this technique, we propose buffering the least delayed stream
(B) until the most delayed stream’s (C) buffer starts filling
up. Simply put, we shall buffer stream B until the buffers
for stream A and stream C also receive a gray frame so that
we can present them at the same time in the display. In this
way, the asynchrony among the live streams can be
equalized before presentation to the mixer console in a
similar way as presented by Shepherd et al. [29] and
Escobar et al. [30]. In all, this technique ensures the synchronization of the streams with high visual quality, but at
the expense of a longer delay between the event and the
previews on the mixer console.
7.2.2 Frame dropping technique
There is another scheme available to ensure synchronization [31, 32], which here can be used to minimize the delay
at the mixer console. In this scheme, as shown in Fig. 12,
the early arriving frames in streams A and C are chopped
off and only those frames that arrive in synch with the
delayed stream B are presented to the mixer console. This
scheme ensures synchronized playback of all the streams at
the mixer console with a shorter delay, but at the cost of
less smooth video playback because of the frame dropping.
This technique minimizes the delay to the director, but
reduces the available video quality and the possibility to
make decisions about which feed to broadcast.

IBS Mixer Consol
Cam1

Buffer

C1
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Cam2

Buffer

Local
Output
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B
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HTTP

7.2.1 Pre-mixer buffering technique
Figure 11 shows three mobile cameras streaming live to
the IBS mixer console (IBS node). A, B, and C are live
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7.3 A context approach to mixing
Considering how the approaches described above balance
delay and synchronization in different, but not altogether
satisfactory ways, we suggest a context approach that is
adapted to the new types of applications discussed in this
article. From our user practices study and analysis of delays
and video synchronization issues, we can conclude that live
video production in mobile collaborative scenarios will
occur in two major production settings: ‘‘in-view mixing’’
and ‘‘out-of-view mixing.’’ Both settings have their own
specific requirements regarding delays and synchronization. Thus, our suggested solution adapts the way the balance is accomplished to the context of the producer.
7.3.1 In-view mixing
In this setting, the director is present at the site of the event
being filmed and can directly see and observe the event, as
well as look at the mixer console with the preview streams.
In this situation, delays and asynchrony in the mixer console
are both highly noticeable. In an ‘‘in-view’’ mixing scenario,
delays and asynchrony are quite intolerable as they confuse
the director and affect his/her production decisions. The two
temporal alignment techniques above represent two different
priorities in the trade-off between delay and smoothness. In
in-view mixing, smoothness may be compromised in this
case, as the director can also see and observe the event itself.
As the frame dropping technique ensures a shorter delay in
the streams on the mixer console, this is quite suitable for
scenarios where the director is mixing and producing live
videos while looking directly at the event.

filmed, and he/she can only see the event through the
camera feeds that are presented to him/her in the mixer
console. In this case, the director cannot notice delays, as
the actual event is not available for comparison. The synchronization among streams and smoothness of the video
presentation is of great importance here because they affect
the multi-viewing and thus influence the director’s mixing
decisions.
Here, we suggest that the pre-mixer buffer technique is
more suitable. It can be useful for improving the synchronization among video streams with smooth presentation,
however, due to extensive buffering it also causes increased
delays. In the case of ‘‘out-of-view’’ mixing, the delay to the
mixer console does not matter and can thus be tolerated.
The close analysis of video streaming delays, jitter, and
synchronization brings up an interesting relationship
among the three. When the video jitter effect is covered up
(by buffering), the delay builds up. Similarly, when we try
to synchronize camera feeds with different delays, and
sometimes visible jitter, as in the case of C4 in MVM, the
delay builds up further because when we synchronize video
feeds, we again need to rely on buffering. Ideally speaking,
the camera feeds presented to the mixer console should
have negligible delay, high synchronization, and high
smoothness while being played back. However, in reality,
there is always trade-off between these parameters.
In our pre-mixer buffering technique, the focus is to
achieve synchronization while keeping the video playback
smooth. In such techniques, the more we improve synchronization (using buffers), the longer the delay, as is
shown in the Fig. 13. The ideal/professional systems have
higher synchronization and lower delay, as indicated by the
cross in the fourth quadrant in Fig. 13. This technique is
suitable for ‘‘out-of-view’’ mixing where synchronization
and smoothness are more important than immediacy.
In the case of the frame dropping technique, we are
maintaining a low delay. We achieve synchronization by
dropping early frames at the cost of smoothness. In this
technique, the more synchronous the streams, the jerkier the
individual streams will be, given differences in transmission
quality. The dotted line in Fig. 14 shows this relationship.
This kind of technique is suitable for an ‘‘in-view’’
mixing scenario as it ensures low delay with synchronization, when a decrease in smoothness can be tolerated. In
the ideal case, the system should have highly smooth video
playback with high synchrony, as indicated in the second
quadrant of the graph in Fig. 14.

7.3.2 Out-of-view mixing

8 Conclusion

In this setting, the director is producing/mixing the live
streams at a location separate from the actual event being

With the advent of live streaming in mobile phones, made
possible by high-speed mobile networks, a new class of
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the final delay, which in the current implementation does
not have any effect, would more visibly affect the production process. The situation would be even more complex with two-way feedback channels between
cameraperson and director or/and between a director and
viewer. From this, we can conclude that the higher the
level of collaboration, the more complex the effect of
delays.
From our user practices study, we found that streaming
delay impairs the liveness of the video and that asynchrony
affects the viewing of multiple feeds (multi-viewing) by
the director. In mobile collaborative live video production,
there are two important mixing modes or settings: ‘‘inview’’ mixing and ‘‘out-of-view’’ mixing. These two mixing settings have slightly different requirements, which
lead us to propose a context-dependent approach which
balances the requirements for delays, synchronization, and
image quality differently. For ‘‘in-view’’ mixing, we need a
technique that ensures small delays and good synchronization; for ‘‘out-of-view’’ mixing, on the other hand, synchronization and smoothness are more important than short
delay time. We recommend the pre-mixer buffer technique
for ‘‘out-of-view’’ mixing and the frame dropping technique for ‘‘in-view’’ mixing.

Synchrony

References

Jerky

Fig. 14 Synchronization versus smoothness

applications, mobile collaborative live video production
systems, are coming into being. Previously, the focus in
research has been on image quality and the generation of
new conceptual features. We argue that since video collaboration is based on mobile networks (3G, 4G), the next
important issue will concern the handling of delays and
asynchronies in such applications.
We have investigated these problems in mobile collaborative live video production by both studying the user
practices and performing technical tests with prototypes.
We have analyzed the effects of different delays in two
examples of collaborative mobile video production systems. The delays in IBS affect both camerapersons and the
director, as it has a feedback channel. More advanced
systems are likely to incorporate a viewer’s feedback
channel as well [19], where viewers will have the possibility to influence the production as well. This means that
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